Patient Lifts

[Select the appropriate scenario for the patient’s condition. Add in patient’s pertinent symptom and condition.

If none of the scenarios apply to your patient’s condition, they do not meet Medicare’s coverage criteria.]

[Phrases]

1. **Standard Patient Lift** - Patient is confined to bed or chair without use of lift
   Due to ***Symptom*** as a result of ***Condition***, patient requires a mechanical patient lift as patient would be otherwise confined to the bed or chair without the use of the lift. Mechanical lift will be used to perform all patient transfers from bed and chair.

2. **Multi-Positional Transfer System** - Patient is confined to bed or chair without use of lift / Requires supine positioning for transfers.
   Due to ***Symptom*** as a result of ***Condition***, patient requires a multi-positional transfer system as patient would be otherwise confined to the bed or chair without the use of the lift. As a result of effects of ***Symptom***, patient requires supine position for all transfers from bed.